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I live in Back of the Yards  
Where segregation  
Is the last realization  
Where people are 
discriminated  
 
Because of race 
What's all this craze  
Where kids start to learn 
how to fight at age 14  
When they barely are 
teens  
 
 
 

Kids have no 
choice  
They have no 
voice 
There's poverty 
everywhere  
Where there is 
lack of jobs here 
and there  
 
And because of 
no way out  
They end up 
dropping out  
Miseducation  
No modification  
Gangs growing 
bigger  
Causing mass 
incarceration  
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Gangs getting 
guns  
Like kids getting 
candy at a 
candy store  
 
Latinos and 
blacks being 
the most violent 
communities  
According to 
people's 
stereotypes 
based to 
something they 
aren't  
 
Racially isolated  
Emotionally 
violated  

Like a friend once 
said  
"Our skin's not 
bulletproof"  
Cause the bullets 
go through  
People killed, lives 
taken  
More money 
making (for 
gangs) 
 
Kids doing drugs  
Taking them like 
friendly hugs  
Blood shedding  
Tears shedding 
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While the 
mayor's safe  
Our lives are at 
stake  
Poverty  
Economic 
inequality 
No high quality  
The gangs 
The bangs (of 
guns) 
 

Everything is 
falling to pieces  
Although those 
are the causes  
All causes have 
solutions  
Violence can't be 
stopped  
If people don't 
get along  
Make the right 
decision  
Reflect on 
solutions 

Sure people are 
going to ask 
"where's our 
hope?" 
And we will 
answer "we are 
the hope" 
And together we 
are going to be 
the solution 
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The end


